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HONG KONG: China’s unexpected move
this week to lower the value of its tightly-
leashed currency, the Yuan, sent shock-
waves through global financial markets.
The impact on consumers around the
world and China’s neighbors will take
longer to play out but possible winners and
losers are already emerging.

Shop until you drop
Not quite. The effect on prices in shops

for clothes or electronics or other China-
made products might be limited overall,
particularly if the Yuan doesn’t fall further.
On top of that, currency weakness cuts
both ways for Chinese manufacturers. A
weak Yuan could make exports from the
world’s No 2 economy cheaper, but that
could be offset if a factory uses a lot of
imported raw materials, which it has to pay
for in dollars or other foreign currency.
Chinese manufacturers also face rising
labor costs. Lower prices are possible in
industries such as clothing and basic toys
where international competition is fierce
and producers in countries such as China
don’t have much power to pass on their
higher costs to shoppers.

More cheap Chinese smartphones
Some analysts say the devaluation could

speed the spread of inexpensive Chinese
smartphones overseas. Chinese brands
such as Xiaomi and Huawei already pro-
duce competitively priced handsets with
decent displays and performance so a
weaker Yuan could make them even cheap-
er or allow Chinese handset makers to offer
discounts. On a broader level, it gives
Chinese companies a bigger opportunity to
raise market share overseas, which poses a
“long-term threat” to South Korean compa-
nies such as Samsung, said Song Eun-
jeong, an analyst at Hi Investment &

Securities. She said budget handset makers
may enter developed countries earlier than
planned if the Yuan continues falling.

More expensive bananas
Stephen Antig, executive director of the

Pilipino Banana Growers and Exporters
Association, said the Yuan’s devaluation
definitely will have some impact for
Chinese consumers and the banana grow-
ers in the Philippines who supply them. The
Philippines exports around 60 to 70 million
boxes of bananas a year to China, with an
average price of $5-$10 per box. “With the
devaluation of the Yuan, they have to pay
more for every dollar that they buy and
chances are some importers will reduce
their purchases of bananas,” he said. “But it
will depend on how big the devaluation is
because they are also buying bananas from
Ecuador which are more expensive than
what they are buying from us.”

Fewer Chinese tourists in Thailand
Thailand, Malaysia Hong Kong and

Taiwan could be among the most vulnera-
ble countries because they are both highly
reliant on China’s demand for their exports
and services while also competing with
China in other export markets, Credit Suisse
analysts Santitarn Sathirathai and Michael
Wan said in a report. They note, for exam-
ple, that Thailand’s loss in market share of
hard disk drive production to China over
recent years could accelerate if the curren-
cy trends continue. At the same time, the
Southeast Asian country is also at risk
because of its reliance on rising numbers of
Chinese tourists, who may now find it cost-
lier to travel overseas. Travel and tourism is
expected to account for about two-thirds of
Thai economic growth this year so “a slow-
down in Chinese tourist arrivals is the risk to
watch,” the analysts wrote.

A mixed bag for China’s exporters
A weaker currency is generally beneficial

for China’s exporters because it makes their
goods more affordable for overseas buyers.
But there are other factors at play so the issue
is not clear-cut. The Yuan has weakened about
3 percent against the US dollar since Tuesday,
not big enough of a move to overcome slug-
gish global demand and rising costs in China
that are hampering the country’s manufactur-
ing industry, economists say. Also, the long
term impact may be muted because Yuan
weakness adds pressure on Asian countries,
for many of which China is their biggest trad-
ing partner, to devalue their own currencies to
stay competitive. However, there’s little sign
yet of a “currency war” in the making, though
some Asian currencies have already respond-
ed by weakening on their own, most notably
the Malaysian ringgit.

Japan, South Korea steel themselves
Companies competing directly with

Chinese rivals may have the most to lose. One
big example is the steel industry, with South
Korean and Japanese producers bracing for a
hit from a weaker Yuan. With demand weak at
home because of the slowing economy,
Chinese steel makers are keen on increasing
exports. Yuan weakness would push down
the price of Chinese steel, intensifying the
supply glut in the global steel market, and
driving down prices globally, Mirae Asset
Securities said in a report.

Tatsuro Kanno, of Japan’s Kobe Steel, said
a cheaper Yuan could help China boost steel
exports to Japan, posing a competitive chal-
lenge to Japanese steel mills. “There is con-
cern that weaker Yuan could affect the
Japanese market in terms of imports from
China,” Kanno said. He said he’s worried
“cheaper steel could come in,” though he
added, “this is probably at least a month away,
but it is a concern for the future.” — AP 
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due to decline

TAIPEI: Taiwan yesterday slashed its growth forecast
for 2015 to lower-than-expected 1.56 percent, saying
the economy was los ing strength due to weak
demand from abroad and stiffer competition from
China in the tech sector. The figure marked a steep fall
of  1 .72 percentage points  f rom May when the
Directorate General  of  Budget,  Accounting and
Statistics made the previous estimate.

“Amid slowing global recovery, the inventory levels
of electronic products remain high, competition from
the Chinese mainland’s supplies chains is growing and
prices of raw materials like crude oil keep falling,” the
island’s top government budgeting agency said in a
statement. Traditionally an export-driven technology
hub, Taiwan has benefited from Apple’s new iPhone6,
launched last year. A number of leading Taiwanese
firms such as Foxconn and TSMC are reportedly
among Apple’s suppliers.

But China has been pushing to grow its own tech
industry with the development of domestic smart-
phone brands and homegrown hardware, including
chips. While adjusting the first-quarter GDP growth
figure up from 3.37 percent to 3.84 percent, the
agency also lowered its second-quarter year-on-
year growth figure to 0.52 percent, down 0.12 per-
centage points from its preliminary figures released
last month. 

“The main reason for this was much lower exports
than predicted,” it said. The agency forecast GDP growth
in the third quarter to drop further to 0.10 percent year-
on-year, before rising to 1.90 percent in the fourth quar-
ter. It predicted GDP to grow 2.7 percent in 2016.
Taiwan’s economy was buoyed last year by a steady
recovery in developed countries as well as record-high
exports and rising domestic consumption. But growth
then slowed in the three months to December due to
lower-than-expected overseas demand for goods and
weaker domestic spending. — AFP 

BEIJING: In this Jan 15, 2015 file photo, Lei Jun, chairman of Chinese smartphone maker Xiaomi, holds up the latest mod-
els of the Xiaomi Note at a press event. — AP 

US producer price 

increases in July 

NEW YORK: US producer prices edged up in July in
spite of the drag of lower energy prices on many
goods, according to government data released yes-
terday. The Labor Department said its producer
price index (PPI) rose 0.2 percent in July, slightly
above the 0.1 percent increase projected by ana-
lysts.

Lower energy prices affected several product cat-
egories, such as residential natural gas, leading to a
smaller PPI increase in July compared with the 0.4
percent gain in June and a 0.5 percent increase in
May. Categories with gains included hotel and gue-
stroom rentals, which jumped 9.9 percent.

Excluding food and energy prices, which are
volatile, producer prices rose 0.3 percent in July,
more than the 0.1 percent seen by analysts. The
Federal Reserve has spotlighted the need for
stronger inflation as a leading condition to hike
interest rates. Analysts said the July figures pointed
to modest inflation.

“In short, slightly stronger than generally expect-
ed, but trends still look pretty tame,” said Jim
O’Sullivan, chief US economist at High Frequency
Economics. “Much to chagrin of central bankers, the
downward trend in wholesale inflation looks set to
get worse as oil sinks to its lowest level in over six
years,”  said Jay Morelock,  economist at  FTN
Financial. “The Fed is eager to lift, however, and will
likely chalk up the fall to another bout of temporary
price weakness.” — AFP 


